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This report discusses promotion of work from home as the normal organizational culture. As
today, most of the business are focused towards results more than where they are produced.
A lot has to be learned.
We need to comprehend the meaning of Work from Home with the changing nature of work,
impact of this on workforce and workplace and the need to build new ecosystems of work
making it flexible, collaborative and connected.
GlobalHunt have come up with this report to understand and share the trends and
opportunities of remote work. The purpose of this study is to share the changing definition of
work from home, role of employer-employee relationship and the work-force strategies.
The insights shared in the report gathers views of interactions held between employers and
employees of the leading organizations across industries and secondary research. The
information given is general in nature and does not intent to mislead or misguide anybody in
any form.

THE WORK IN

TRANSITION
The world of work have changed constantly with time driven by
globalization and technology innovation. Such paradigms have
bought tangible change with visible shift in occupations, roles
and skills.
The Covid-19 outbreak is one such paradigm shift which have
evolved the workspace. Work from Home became mandatory
regardless of employer-employee desire. Many were worried
with the impact it would have on the productivity while others
took it as a positive change.
The mixed emotions were natural as many had to formalize
policies, resources and infrastructure to equip their teams with
the correct tools and information to ensure the business
productivity within overnight. Employees sentiments added on
the situation where they were confused on managing their work
or some portion of their work from home.
Irrespective of the situations and diverse emotions businesses
need to comply and rethink of new strategies to ensure positive
progress with productivity. They need to take important
decisions with respective to work from home strategies to build
a new workforce, new skills and new culture.
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THE NEW

ECOSYSTEM
The work from home has never been a new concept in the era of digitalization. Work from home
have always been a key morale booster for employees in different organizations. However, partial
or flexi-hour working has been prevalent and commonly practiced.
Work from home is defined as work that is performed from a different location mainly home
from office that enables workers to access to their labor activities by the use of information and
communication technologies.

WORK FROM HOME TYPES

FLEXI WORK

WORK FROM HOME

Definition: Employees have the flexibility to
complete their work outside or within office
premisesas per set numbers of daysor hours.

Definition: Employees have to spend 100%
of working hours from their respective
homes.

Applicability: For HR, Technologists,
Data Management& Analytics, Learning &
Development, Customer Service etc.

Applicability: For Technologists and Data
Management & Analytics,

The work from home and flexi work was mostly practiced for 30%-50% of workforce to avoid high
infrastructure cost and to maintain wider talent pool.
With the new transformation in society the new workforce transition is occurring. The brick &
mortar concepts of workplace are diminishing to go for more virtual workplace. As of now
95%-100% of workforce has been shifted to work from home. The technology is being ramped to
support 24/7 workplace so that the employees feel secured and connected to work without a
compromise on business continuity and productivity. Work from home is no longer a second
place to perform work duties rather it is ‘the workplace’.
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THE TIME HAS

COME

THE CURRENT

CONTOURS OF

PRODUCTIVITY
As the concept of workplace have changed so has the contour of productivity. In this section, we
share some insights on the changing definition of productivity and its measures.
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INSIGHTS FROM

ORGANIZATIONS
Are you redefining productivity?

sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
mmy nibh euismod tincidunt ut
na aliquam erat volutpat. Ut wisi
iam, quis nostrud exerci tation
t lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea
at. Duis autem vel eum iriure dolor
utate velit esse molestie
conse- NO 19%
Yes 73%
e eu feugiat nulla facilisis at vero
t iusto odio dignissim qui blandit
zzril delenit augue duis dolore te

Do you think WFH have changed
employees contribution?

Not Really 8%
Yes
71%

sit amet, cons ectetuer adipiscing
mmy nibh euismod tincidunt ut
na aliquam erat Have
volutpat.
wisi
youUt
introduced
new technologies
iam, quis nostrud exerci tation
to keep the business continuity?
t lobortis nisl ut aliquip ex ea

No
27%

Not Really
2%

What are the new skills?
Leadership
Adaptable
Critical thinking
Tech savvy

84%

Emotional Intelligence
Resilience

16%

How do you define new productivity?
30

36

19
11
4
Working for
longer hours

www.globalhunt.in

Contributing
towards strategic
decisions

Performance in
terms of targets,
time & deliverables

Generating
monetary
revenue

Completing
deliverables
on time
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INSIGHTS FROM

ORGANIZATIONS
Are you contributing to company in
the same way like you did before?

Yes
73%

No
19%

Are you comfortable using the new
productivity technology?

Yes
67%

Maybe
8%

Do you think yourself to be a
virtual employee?

Not Sure
20%

Do you think that professional
competition have increased
with Covid19?

Yes 63%

Yes
65%

No
13%

No 35%

No
35%

During Covid-19 have you improved any
of your professional skill?

No 38%

Yes 62%

www.globalhunt.in
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SHOWING THE RIGHT

EMOTIONS

WHEN CARING IS A

NECESSITY
Compassion
We need to accept. Accepting the fact that this time
everyone needs to support each other by giving more
than what is expected. Organizations are prioritizing
employees’ physical condition, emotional resilience,
social connections & financial health. While the
employees are also cooperating with working hours,
salary cuts, learning skills in demands, taking up extra
work to support business continuity.
Humility
We all are in this together. Achieving a common goal has
become a priority and that common goal is “business
continuity”. Building a sense of social cohesion along
with individual purpose has been a key to keep the
business momentum. As the boundaries between work
and personal time are now bleak, the employers and
employees are moving towards forming clear routines.
Giving space with flexibility and autonomy are forming
key working rules to stay positive.
Resilience
This too shall pass. Being mentally strong is the need of
the hour. As working professionals, we all are going
through fear, anxiety, insecurity and setbacks. We need
to be stronger than ever to keep ourselves
motivated and be patient enough for things to be
stable. To manage the mental outbreaks mental
resilience programs are being implemented for
positivity.

www.globalhunt.in
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INSIGHTS FROM

ORGANIZATIONS
Are you satisfied with majority of
employees working from home?

What are the personal benefits that
you are providing in work from
home to employees?
Reimbursements

91%

11

Mandatory
Monthly Leaves

9%

Telecare & Health
Benefits

24
20

Home Office
Stipends

Have your employees able to
handle the Covid-19 business
slowdown efficiently?

Yes
95%

No
3%

45

Have you been able to establish
employees support system
during Covid-19?

Yes 87%

Maybe
2%

No 13%

How do you define new productivity?
43
37

16

4
Flexi Work
Hours

www.globalhunt.in

Mental
Wellness
Program

Learning &
Development

Others
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INSIGHTS FROM

ORGANIZATIONS
How often will you now prefer
working from home?
Always

49%

Alternatively
switch the plan
Few days
of a month
Twice a week

What are the professional benefits
of working from home?
More time for
creative thinking

25%

Being more
productive

17%

29%

Devoting more
time to work

9%

Relaxed
Environment

No
20%

31%
4%

Do you feel more responsible
towards our business with Covid-19?

Are you satisfied with your
organization response to Covid-19?
Yes
59%

36%

Maybe
21%

Yes
59%

No
20%

Maybe
21%

What are the personal benefits
of working from home?
43%

18%
10%
6%
More time
for hobbies

www.globalhunt.in

More time
for relaxation

More work
life balance

More time
for family
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FOCUSING ON

THE FUTURE

ATTRACTING THE

RIGHT SKILLS
Employees for future scenario undoubtedly are preferring work from home. The belief to work
from home is ‘the’ strategy of workplace. Businesses have redesigned their internal policies to
offer the best possible work environment for work from home. One such policy that is
substantially being redesigned is recruiting the future talent. The recruiting strategy looks like:
Expanded Approach
With work from home, the talent search is
expanded. No longer are restrictions for
‘preferred
locations’.
Now
when
both
organizations and employees have become
virtual the tremendous potential that can be
tapped is endless. Recruitment should focus
on right skills, desired experience and candidate potentiality.
Technology Upscale
Recruitment and technology is the future of
Human Resource. Shift towards video
interviews, psychometric assessments to test
candidate capabilities, technology based
assignments are the tools to lead recruitment
actions in the right directions.

Questions You Might Want To Ask
How do you plan your day?
How do you ensure productivity during
the day?
How do you handle personal distractions?
How are you handling multi-tasking?
How well are you communicating with
your and team?

www.globalhunt.in

Gamification
Through gamification, organizations are
positioning the intent of a job that is required
from a candidate. Games are being used and
will be used to test candidates on industry
knowledge, product knowledge, and skills like
creativity and problem-solving.
Data Analytics
Data is significant more than ever. Quantifying
candidate’s potential and reviewing it through
data algorithms is boosting in the right search.
Data analytics is the next big thing in
recruitment where more than candidate
physical appearance their capabilities are
recommended.

Questions You Might Want To Ask
What is success for you?
How you feel your success can be measured in remote work set up?
What percentage of your work is remote?
How responsive are you in the remote
work set up?
Has work from home affected your
productivity?
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WELCOMING

THE FUTURE

THE WORKPLACE OF

TOMORROW
Hiring virtual workers is not just business
necessity but is a reality. As it is times to
re-align our work and skills for welcoming
a new future of virtual workplaces. The
current social factors demands virtual
setups to reform the businesses and their
operations.
Employee benefit policies should be
redesigned considering the major shift to
work from home. Incentives criteria’s and
disbursement needs a re-look to transform
the workspace.
The business demand is to bring in
productive and healthy work enviroments.
Recruitment goal should be more focused
on hiring the talent in need and the talent
to serve the future.
An immense responsibility comes with the
leadership of an organization to ensure a
robust and productive work environment
through new technology innovations.

www.globalhunt.in
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GlobalHunt India Private Limited is a human resource consulting firm based in India and founded in 2002. It is credited by
leading fortune customers as one of the most valued partner for their recruitment needs, with presence over 9 locations
in India and multiple offices in USA, Europe, APAC, ANZ and Middle-East.
The Company provides strategic consulting across 24 Industry Verticals & operates through permanent & temporary
staffing services and have been instrumental in setting up the Global Development & Offshore Centres across Industries
for leading fortune 500 MNC's in India.

